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1. Issues Presented

1. Whether the trial court's denial of a Motion to be

Appointed as Next Friend of each individual student at the Behavioral

Research Institute, Inc. submitted pursuant to Mass.R.Civ.Pro. 17(b) and

M.G.i.. Chapter 201, §37 filed by counsel appointed to represent those

students in guardianship and substittited judgment proceedings was an

abuse of discretion.

2. Whether tile individual students at the Behavioral Research

Institute. Inc. are entitled to intel_,ene in a Complaint for Contempt when

they are already parties _4thin a class in that action.

3. Whether the individual students at the Behavioral Research

Institute, Inc. should be permitted to intervene in a Complaint for

Contempt _vhen they are already parties in that action.

I1. Statement of the Case

The action in which guardianship colmsel seek to be appointed as

next fiiend of each individual student and to intervene is a Complaint for

Contempt filed by the Behavioral Research ln_itute, Inc. ("BRI") on

September 2, 1993. The Complaint for Contempt alleges that the

Department of Mental Retardation ("DMW') violated the terms and

provisions of a settlement agreement entered by all parties to an action filed

by BRI in 1986 against the Massachusetts Office for Children ("OFC") and



its director. At that time, OFC was the state regulatory agency responsible

for the cetlificatiou and liceusure of BRl. That function was later

transferred to the Depa_lment of Mental llealth and has since been given to

the Department of Mental Retardation.

Guardianship counsel filed a Motion to Be Appointed Next Friend

(App. 137), Motion to Intervene (App.79) and a Complaint in Intervention

(App.86) in the Probate Cotul on March 3 I, 1994 which were apparently

later refiled on June 17, 1994 in an effort to comply with Rule 9A

(Sup.Ct.) The Complaint in Intelx'ention demands relief_vhich has limited

relationship, if any, to the Complaint for Contempt filed by BRI against

DMR.

On May 18, 1995, the court (l.aStaiti, J.) denied both the Motion to

be Appointed Nex'l Friend and the Motion to Intervene. (App.241) Ou May

25, 1995, a Notice of Appeal was docketed relative to the denial ofboth

motions. (App.245)

The proposed intervenors appealed to a Single Justice (Perretta, J.)

of the Appeals Court pursnant to G.L.c.231, §118, para. I, requesting

interlocutory, review of the denial and a stay of the contempt trial. "l]ley

v, ere denied relief on June 5, 1995. (App.245)

On June 6, 1995, guardianship counsel filed a petition in the

Supreme Judicial Court pursuant to G.L.c. 211 §3 seeking a stay of the

contempt trial pending a report of the denial of the motions to tile fidl

bench from a Single Justice (Abrams, J.). The request _vas denied on Juue

21, 1995. (App.250)

Guardia_ship counsel filed a petition with a Single Justice of the

Appeals Court {Laurence, J.) which asked that the clerk of the trial court

be required to assemble the record for tile taking of an appeal to the full
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bench of the Appeals court. An order was entered on July 25, 1995

allo_,ing the petition. (App.254)

Guardianship cotmsel moved for Direct Appellate Review which

was allowed by this Court on September 10, 1995.

!11. Statement of Facts

BR1 is an institute which provides treatnlent programs for

individuals vdth extreme mental disabilities. BRI opera*es a school for

these students in Providence, Rhode Island and several group boules in

Massachusetts. BRI employs the use of behavior modification to treat the

students. One of the nlore controversial methods ofbehavior modification

is the use ofaversive teclmiques.

In 1985 wlfile OFC still had the responsibility for regulating BRI,

BRI and parents of students at BRI filed a suit in equity against OFC,

alleging bad faith on tile part of the agency in executing its regulatory

duties over BRI. The paramount concelll ill the suit was the fact that tile

Director of OFC had issued a directive which resulted in tile disruption of

students' treatment programs and that tile students were suffering

irreparable harm as a result of that order.

Oil June 4, 1986, Judge Rotenberg issued a preliminary certification

of a Class consisting of Students at BRI and their Parents for the purposes

of issuing a Preliminary Injunction. (App.41) Attorneys Marc Perliu and

Max Volterra were appointed by the court to represent the "potential class

of all students at BRI" on or about April 29, 1986. (App.72)

On the same day, Judge Rotenberg issued a Prelimiuary injtnlctioll

against OFC after having held four days ofevidentiary hearings. (Supp.
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App. 1)1. 111e coutl entered extensive findings ill support of the Preliminary

Injunction. {Supp.App.3) lu describiug the nature of the case as being

"utterly tmique", Judge Roteuberg found:

...it iuvolves the care and treatment of a select, special needs class

of desperately afflicted students, many of_vhom sttffer from autism,

brain damage, psychosis, developmental disability, mental

retardation and severe behavioral disorders, and all of whom are

grievously tueutally ill. "llleir illness is commonly characterized

by aberrant behavior, iuchtdiug violeuce toward others, self-abuse,

destntction of property, danger to themselves and others and, in

sbo_t, behavior that it is so abnormal is in many cases life-

threatetfing by nature. (Supp.App.3)

The court fitrtlter found that BRI employed the use of rewards far

,._ore than aversive techniques alld that aversives were used "in lieu of anti

psychotic medication and other more restrictive procedures, such as

seclusion and electric-shock." (Supp.App. 15) The Court attributed

instances of students who had become incoherent and had nmtilated

themselves to a point where the it_juries were life threatetfiog to the

cessation of the students' treatment programs under the direction of OFC.

(Supp.App. 16) The Court noted the marked improvetuent in such students

_hen their treatment programs were resumed (Supp.App. 17)

OFC appealed the preliminary injunction to a Single Justice

(Greaney, C.J.) of the Appeals Court. That petition was denied on July 30,

1986 (Supp. App.31 ) Attorney Perliu argued as counsel for the students.

(Supp.34)

1Supp App. refers to a Supplemental Appendix filed by the Student Members v,.ho vcere
not co. ',red by the Appellants regarding the contents of the ApF.endix. The Student
Membe,s of the Class have moved for leave to file such a supplemental appendix to
enhance the understanding of the background of this case which has had such a long
I_istoryand is quite contplex in nature.
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The parties next entered negotiations aimed at settlement. In

December 12, 1986 a proposed settlement agreement was filed _,,ith tile

coral. (App.51) "llle same day, after hearing, tile court entered an order

certifying the class action and made findings in support of the order. (App.

49-50) Specifically, tile Court found that:

(I.) the Class is so numerous that joinder of all members is

impracticable;

(2.) there are quesiiomls oflaw and tacl which are common to all

members of the Class;

(3.) the claims of the representative parties, Leo Soucy, Brendon

Soucy, Peter Biscardi, and P.J. Biscardi, are typical of the

claims of the Class;

(4.) the representative parties wiU fairly and adequately protect

the interests ofthe Class;

(5.) the questions oflaw and fact common to the members of

the Class predominate over any questions affecting only

individual members; and

(6.) a class action is superior 1o other available methods for the

fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy between

tile parties. (App.49-50)

The Order Certif)_ing Class Action was never appealed.

The Students had participated in tile negotiations ,Milch lead to the

Settlement Agreement through their counsel, Attonleys Perlin and

Volterra. All parties to the action, including the students, entered the

Settlenient Agreenlent which was later approved by the court. (App.51-64)

Both Attorneys Perlin and Volterra executed the Agreement as Counsel for

the BRi clients. (App.64) A separate attorney, Robert A. Sherman,

executed the Agreement as cotmsel for the Class of All Students at BRI,

Their Parents and Guardians. (App.64) Leo Soucy and Peter Biscardi

signed as tile named representatives of the Class. (App.64)
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"llle SettlementAgreententprovidedanumberofmecllanismsto

protect students not only from fi_ture cessation oftreatment but also to

safeguard students from treatment that was more intnlsive or restrictive

tllall necessaE3', Aversive procedures are permitted for use at ilRI only

when attthorized as pall of a court ordered "substituted judgment."

(App.52) Treatment plans rot|st be court approved. A monitor was

appointed to generally monitor BRl's treatment and educational program

and to report to the Court any issues deemed necessaly to the health, safety

or well-being ofany BRI clients. (App.57)

'llle Court entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions of I,aw in

Support of Approval of Settlement Agreement 2 pursuant to Mass.R.Civ.P.

23 (c) on January 7, 1987. (App.65-70). Two students and their parents or

guardians had submitted written objections to the agreement. 'l]ley were

the only class members to object to the proposed Settlement Agreement.

(App.66) The objectors 3 appeared before the court on January 7, 1986

through their counsel, Steven J. Schwartz, Esq. and were beard. The Cottrt

rejected the arguments as raised by the objectors and fitrtber noted that

Attorney Schwartz had previously filed an appearance in the court on

behalf of various organizations that advocated the closure of BRi and

termination of its program, a position v,]fich differed markedly from that of

the objectors he represented on that date. (App.68)

Following the approval ofthe Settlentent Agreement, a period of

relative calm continued m_til September, 1993 when BRI filed a Contplaint

for Contempt against Philip Campbell, Commissioner ofDMR. DMRhad

2Although: not listed separately in the Table of Contents, the findings can be found in
the Appendix at pages 65 -70 following the Settlement Agreement.
3One of the objectors had been discharged from BRI prior to the hearing and the court
was disturbed at counsel for his failure to inform the court of this. (App. 68)
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succeededOFC and the l)epatlnlent of Mental Ilealth as the regulator of

BRI. BRI allegcd in its complaint that DMR had violated the terms of the

Settlenlent Agr_;ement (Sul)p.App.40) in a nunlber of ways and of acting ill

bad faith. BRI clainled, among other things, that DMR was using tile

certification process to close BRI, that i)MR had failed to submit to

mediation with the coull Moltitor, that DMR made specious and

defamatol 3' allegations and accusations about P,RI, hired an unqualified and

biased team to review/IRI, made the treatmettt decisions for IlRI studez2ts,

decezlified BRI, and engaged in bad faith. (Supp.App.99)

On September 25, 1993, Attorneys Per/in and Volterra filed

motions for leave to withdraw from tile contempt action. (App.71 ) A

court order entered on November 8, 1993, appointing Attorneys Paul

Cataldo and C. Michele l)orsey as successor counsel to "the class of the

students "4, (App.74.) Within that same otder, the Coutl fotmd that "This

class of individuals previously represented by Attonleys Perlin and Voherra

continttes to have tile most vital interest ill the process axld outcome of any

litigation that occurs in the above cited matter, given the vuhlerability that

the class suffers due to severe developmental disabilities and/or mental

illness?' (App.74)

No one objected to or appealed from the order appointing

Attorneys Cataldo and Dorsey. Althoogh neither were members of the

Committee for Public Counsel Service ("CPCS") list of attorneys

approved for appointment to mental health cases, both received waivers for

such. Guardianship cotmsel has continued to point to the fact that

4As ,,viiibe discussed later, reference to the "class of students" in this case technically is
one to the student members of the Class of All Students at BRI, their Parents and
Guardians.
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Attorneys Cataldo and Dorsey are not lawyers on the CPCS list in an

apparent eflb_l to discredit them and to continue a controversy sun-otmding

that issue x_hich has already been deterulined by the trial court and which

was upheld by a single justice of the Appeals Court. In April, 19)3, the

Committee for Ihlblic Counsel Service had challenged the Probate Court

judge (LaStaiti, J.) for making appointments ofattorueys outside the

approved list in cases involving guardianships of students at BRI. CPCS

was denied relief by the Single Justice (Kass, J.) vdlo detenuined that the

trial judge could make such appointments if she found exceptional

circumstances and that the judge had done so in that case. (Supp.App. 114)

The Probate Con t judge had found, among other things, that"'i'a histoly of

active disapproval and opposition to some of the treatment methods florins

ofaversive therapy) employed by the institution (Behavioral Research

Institute) where the wards resided gave concern that the particular lawTers

designated by CPCS might be disabled from giving disinterested advice aud

representation. (Supp.App. 114- I 15) The Single Justice found that papers

filed in oppositiou to the CPCS petition for review suggested that the trial

judge's concern about possible bias from the CPCS designees was not

entirely speculative. (Supp.App. 115)

Guardianship counsel are the attorneys who represent individual

students at BRI in substituted judgment proceedings and in guardianships.

These attorneys, _vho refer to themselves collectively as "guardianship

cotmser', seek to be appointed as next friend of each individual student for

the purpose of intervening in the contempt action. It is noteworthy that a

number of guardianship counsel represent more than one student and yet

seek to be appointed as next friend for each of the students whom they

represent. (App.88-103) The thrust of the motions filed by guardianship
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counselis that after guardianship counsel have been appointed as next

friend of each individual student, they will iuterveue, if permitted by this

corn1, in the contempt action which was heard in tile Bristol Probate Cotul

in Jtme and July, 1995. (A judgment in that matter entered on October 6,

Ig95 and is currently the subject era number of appeals which are pending

before this Court.) Attorney Steven Schwartz would then se,ve as the legal

representative of all "next friends" of BRI students in this matter. Two of

the existing guardianship counsel, John Co)qle and Richard Ames, would

act as the legal representatives for all guardianship counsel, providing a

liaison to Attonley SchwaJlz. (App.84)

Through this legal maneuvering, Attonleys Cataldo and l)orsey

would effectively be replaced as counsel for tilt student members of the

Class. Both the Motion to be Appointed as Next Friend and tile Motion to

Intervene actually seek to replace counsel for the Student Members ofthe

Class chosen by the cout_ _ith counsel selected by guardianship counsel.

Essentially, guardianship counsel's motions are substantively motions to

reconsider the appointments of Attorneys Cataldo and Dorsey.

IV. Argument

A. The trial court acted within its discretion when it denied the

Motion to be Appointed as Next Friend of each individual student at the

Behavioral Research Institute, inc. filed by counsel al_poiuted to:epresent

those students in guardianship_ and substituted judgment l_roceediug_.

I. The Student Members of the Class Have Already Been

Protected by the Court's Order Appointing Attorneys Cataldo and Dorsey

as Counsel and by the Appointment of Guardians for Each Individual
Stt,dent.
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J'he threshold issue in this case is whether tile trial corn1 committed

an abuse of discretion when it denied the Motion to Appoint Next Friend

for tile Individual Students. Ira next friend is not to be appointed for an

individual student, then tile issue of intezvenltion is moot because there is no

staading for guardianship counsel to briag such a ruotion. F.ach student at

BRI has a conrt appointed guardian who is in most instances a parent.

(App.2,12) The trial judge found that since each stl,dent had a gtnardian and

v,'a._ further directly represented by cotmsel allpoiated to represent the

Sttndent Members ofthe Class independent of the Parents and Guardians,

they were adequately protected and aplmintment ofaext friend would be

redundanlt. {App.242-243)

Guardiauship cotmsel relies upon Mass.R.Civ.Pro. 17(b) in support

of their motion to be appointed as next fiJelld. Mass.R.Civ.Pro. 17(b)

provides for the appointment ofa aex-t friend or guardian ad litem or an

infant or an incompetent person as follows:

Whenever an i.fa.t or incompetent person has a

represe.tati,'e, s.ch as a ge.eral guardian, co.set'vator, or other

like fidueiary, the representati_,e may sue or defe.d opt behalf of

the infa.t or i.compete.t persoa. If a. infa.t or i.compete.t

perso, does .or have a dtd)' appointed representative, he may sue

b)' .ext frietM or b)' guardian ad l/tern. The Court shall appoi.t

the guardian ad litem for an i.fant or #tcompete.t person not

otherwise represented in an action or shall/hake sach order as it

deems proper for the protectiolt of the infant or incontpetent

perso.. (emphasis added)

Tile rule grants discretion to the court in entering an order it deems

proper for the protection of the infant or incompetent person. Ti_e order of

this court dated November 8, 2993, appointing Attorueys Cataldo and
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Dorsey to represent the interests of all th,_ "Class of Students "5 at BRI in

the cot_tempt provides tlJe apl)ropri_le l)ro(eclion tbr the studetJls at I?,RI,

The cot,l has the authority to detemfine whether or ,ol In apl)oittt ,_ t3ext

fiiend or guardian ad litem _lhin its sound discretion. N.O.v. CYdlahals

110 F.R.D. 637, 648 (D. Mass. 1986) The trial court has exercised such

discretion as supported by its b'indmgs attd Orders on A[otiott to 1lTthdrm¢

of /_lax l'olterra. Esq. and Marc Perlin. Esq. dated November 8, 1993

(l.aStaiti, J.) _shere the Court stated "this court must remain vigilant to

ensure that this class is represented by counsel who are as intlepetldeut and

objective as can be from the influence of any state agency."

As a general rule. the court v_ill not appoint a Ilext fiiend for a

person _11o has duly appointed representative. Callahan at 049. Unless

the interest of the guardian aJld the _,_ard in a case are conflicting, courts

ate reluctant to appoint a next friend for a _ard v, ho is already adequately

represented it| an action. _[atlst_r v. Prftd( I01 Mass. 60.61 (1869)

Although no such actual conflict has been alleged _s4thin guardianship

cotmsers motion, nor are there facts to support such an allegation, the

students are already adequately represented and protected should such a

conflict arise. It v, as, in fact, in recognition that a potential conflict might

arise between the students and their parents or guardians, that lead the

court to appoint independent counsel for the Student Members of the Class

in 1986.

5Gnardianship counsel maintain that no such class exists. However. this is contradicted

by the Order Certifying Class Action entered on December 12, 1986 which made the
requisite findings necessary under MassR.Civ.Pro, 23(b) (App.49-50) It is clear from
the proceedings from 1986 to present that any reference to the "Class of Students" refers
to the Student Mentbers of the Class of Students at BRI, their Parents and Friends.

Guardianship counsel attempt to distort this nomenclature as demonstrating some
deficiency in the certification of the Class.
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Yet, gtJardianship counsel rely almost exclusively upon case law in

x_hich the possibility for conflict between the interest of the ward and legal

representatives were found and in which the interest of the ward remained

potentially unprotected. While tile court must consider whether it is

uecessaD' to appoint a guardian ad litem to protect the interest of an infant

or aa incompetent person, the court is not required to make such an

appointment ifit feels that the interests ofthe infant or incompetent person

are othel_'ise protected. Adelma, v (:.rares, 747 F.2d 986, 989 (5tb Cir.

1984) I lere, the coot1, a;liculated its recognition for the needs ofthe

students to be protected both ill its order appointirJg Attorneys Cataldo and

I)orsey (App.74) and in its denial ofthe Motion to Be Appoitrted Next

Friend (App.241-244). "I11e Corot recognized both the potential for conflict

and the vulnerability of the students. "llle court has already provided

protection by the apl_ointment of independent counsel for the student body

at la;ge (within the Class) as well as the appointment of a guardian and of

an attorney for each individual student. (App.2,14)

In At.S.v. Wermers, cited by guardianship counsel, a minor

brought an action for declaratory judgment regarding the policy of the

county to deny contraceptives to minors. Once the court recognized the

potential conflict between the minor and her parents, it was not an abuse of

discretion for the court to find that the minor needed a guardian ad litem in

order to proceed. 557 F.2d 170, 175 (8th Cir. 1977) In this case, the court

long ago recognized the potential conflict between tile parents or guardians

and the students, and made provisions for protecting the students interests

by providing independent counsel within the Class and by appointing each

individual student an independent attorney for the guardianship and

substituted judgment proceedings. In other words, the protection found

12



necessary ill ll'er,,er and in other cases cited by guardianship counsel has

already been provided here. Guardia_tship counsel suggest that the Facts

and decision ill tloracek v. Ge,eral Motors Corporation, 356 F.Supp. 7 I

(D.Neb. 1973) suppoxl their proposition that they be appointed as next

friend for each individual student, l loracek involved a civil rights action

brought by parents on behalf of their children who were residents at a state

home for tile mentally retarded. The court recognized the potential for a

conflict.

While the parents in all good conscience may desire one remedy, or

specific type or style oftreatment for their children, it would not

necessarily be in the best interests ofthe children. Therefore, it

seems to me that a discreet course would be to provide for the

appoiflt of a guardian ad litem _llo would not displace the pare_ts

as representatives ofthe plaintiffs but would be alert to recognize

potential and actual differences in positions asserted by tile parents

and positions that need to be asserted on behalfofthe plaintiffs.
ld. at 74

"lhe court in [[pzTacek did much x_hat the court has done in this case since

1986 _vhich is to recognize tile potential for conflict and provide protection

so that the interests of the students will be protected.

2. The Stodents Are At Greater Risk from Conflict of Interest

Under tlle _Pr_osaq_JbyIb Guardial_ship_ Counsel.

Indeed, the potential for conflict between tile individual students

and guardianship counsel, if appointed next friend, would be heightened by

their proposal. Guardianship counsel, if successful in their motion, inteod

to proceed through Attorney Schwartz as the legal representative of each

next friend, if one student through his uext friend takes a particular

positiun regarding an issue that is in direct conflict with the position of
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represented by counsel who are as independent and objective as call be

from ally influence ofany state agency." (App.74) 'llle court's concern for

students at BRI is well deserved. The extreme mental disabilities of the

students at BRI render them both fragile and vulnerable. Considering the

bellicose history of this ten year controversy, the com_ was well within its

discretion when it sought to provide protection for the students by persons

who were trnly independent. "llowever wortl_y and higlHninded the

motives of'next friends' may be, they illevitably run the risk ofmaking the

actual [party] a pawn to be manipulated on a chess board larger than his

o_11 case." Chrtss_b] v. Mississtppj Dept._Of l'ublic tYel_e_, 883 F.2d

25, 27 (Sth 1989)citing Le,hardv. WolJf, 433 U.S, 1306, 1312, 100 S.Ct.

3, 61 LEd 885,890 (1979). It would have been inappropriate for the trial

judge to approve a proposal that gnardianship counsel engage Attorney

Schwartz in light of his previous involvement in this matter. The fact that

guardianship counsel made this reqnest provides insight, reinforcing the

court's contintJing concern about independence.

3. BRI Students Are Well Protected In Several Wa_s_.

Guardianship counsel point to the vulnerability and disability of the

indMdual students as reasons which require that they be appointed as next

friend. However, tbis court has ensured protection of the students by

several means. Each individual student is appointed an attorney who

represents him or her in individual substituted judgment proceedings. All

of the students at BR! have been appointed a legal guardian. In addition,

the parents of BRl students have actively participated in proceedings dating

back to the original action filed in 1986. (App.241-244) A guardian ad
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litem,Bettina Briggs, was appointed in the oliginal action and has acted in

that capacity to this date. "ll]e Court Monitor provides vigilance for tile

court and is mandated to report to the court any issue siguificant to the

health, safety arid well-being of the stndents. Filrally, the coun has

provided legal representation to the Student members of the Class since

April, 1986.

The students, therefore, have been well represented in both legal

actions _vhicb effect them as individuals and in actions which effect the

general student body of BRI.

it is important to remember the fact that this is a contempt action

_bich relates to alleged violations ofthe settlement agreement entered in

the original equity action filed in 1986. lu that 1986 equity action, the

students were represented independently as a part of the Class by order of

the court. There is no reason to suggest that the students who continue to

be represented independently as Members of the Class are not well

protected in art action derived from the original equity action. As the trial

judge noted, the contempt action does not deal with issues related to the

individual treatment plans.

"-Treatment Issues are separately litigated in the Substituted

Judgment Proceedings in the individual Guardianship case.

-Treatment Decisions, with reference to aversive-therapies,

particularly Level 111 aversives, including GED are strenuously litigated in

the Guardianship proceedings and such decisions will not be part of the

Contempt Action brought by BRI against DMR." (App.241)

It is more likely that the Class would be harmed by the

appointment ofne_ friends by the convolution of issues and conflict
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between next friends that likely would take place. The interests and issues

of the individual students which guardiauship counsel seek to advauce are

appropriately addressed withi,i the substituted judgment hearings.

B. The individual students at BRI are not entitled to intervene in a

Complaiut for Contemp! when they are already.parties within a class in that

action.

1. "_le Studeuts At BRI Are Presentl.v A_P_a_B3,"1"o"llOs_Ac!io!l AsA
Class

Gnardianship counsel claim that the individual students should be

permitted to intervene as a matter of right pursuant to Mass.R.Civ.Pro

24(a). They assert that the students have never been fonoally afforded

party status in this matter which they claim directly effects the fights of

those students. Guardianship counsel appear to claim tbat no class was

permanently certified, that the class effectively does not exist and tile

attorneys appointed to represent the class apparently have uo clients to

represent under this argument. This argnment ignores the history ofthe

case dating back to the origiual equity action in which the Class was

preliminary certified for the puq_ose of the issuance of preliminary

injunctive relief and later given permanent certification as discussed earlier.

( See pages 4-6 infra) The prequisites for a class action may be tound in

Mass.R.Civ.Pro.23(a).

( I ) The class is so numerous that joinder of all members is

impracticable,

(2) There are questions of law or fact common to the class,

(3) The claims or defenses of the representative parties are

typical al ofthe claims or defenses of the class, and

(4) The representative parties will fairly and adequately protect

the interest of the class.
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All of these prerequisites were met by tile Order Certifying Class Action

_vhich was entered after hearing on December 12, 1986 and which was

never appealed (App.49) In addition, the Order fulfilled tile requirements

under Mass.R.Civ.Pro.23(b) which arc necessary for a class action to be

maintained. Specifically, Judge Rotenberg found that the questions of law

and fact common to the Class predominate over any questions affecting

only individual members and a class action is superior to other available

methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy between

the parties. (App.49-50)

More receJ_tly, when addlessing the Molion to be Appoinlcd Next

Friend, the trial judge restated that the students "are already a patly to this

action by virtue of their membership in the PlaintiffClass - "l_le Students'

rights under the Scttle,ucnt Agreement will be enforced as a Class."

(App.243}

There is nothing in the record to suggest that the Students have not

fidly participated in the contempt proceeding as parties. The Students have

filed pleadings, appeared and argued before the court on various matters

including the trial itself and attended mediation sessions held by the court

appointed mediator. No other party to this action has questioned the party

status of the Students who have been accorded the full rights of a party

since 1986. The Students at all times have been treated separately by the

court and by all other parties, including the Parents and Guardians. In

short, it is only guardianship comlsel who deny the party status of the

Students.
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C. The Individual Students Cannot Intervene as a Matter of Right

Under Mass.lLCiv.Pro. 24(a){2)

The individual students have failed to meet the requirements of

Mass.lLCiv.Pro. 24(aX2) to intervene as a matter ofright. To do so, the

following nmst be affimlatively shown:

I. The application is timely;

. Tile mtervenor possesses all interest relating to ttle

property or transaction which is the subject of the

action....;

. Tile iutetwenor is so situated that the dispositioa of the

action may as a particular matter intpair or intpede his

ability to protect that interest...; and

. Tile applicant's interest is not adequately represented b),

existing parties..

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a) mirrors the words of the

Massachusetts rule and may be considered for guidance. All four (4)

requirements of the rule must be satisfied before an application to intervene

is allowed. Mcwflmver Developutent Corp. v. Town of Demsis

11 Mass. App. Ct. 630(1981).

a. The Application for Intervention is Not Timely.

The application for intervention is not timely. Guardianship counsel

are well acquainted with the Judgment that approved the Settlement

Agreement entered on January 7, 1987 because it is that document which

defines many ofthe rights of the students as parties to the agreement. This

includes the requirement for certain protection for the students through the
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court's review of each individual treatment plan. Guardianship counsel are

tile attorueys who seek to enforce the rights of the students in those

proceedings. Guardianship counsel could have sought intervention at ally

time since 1987, but thiled to do so. Guardianship counsel cannot now

seek to appear "in any filture hearing before the court." (Brief of

Guardianship Counsel, 8) They seek to intervene now, not only in the

Complaint for Contempt, but also in the future in an €ffort to enforce

students rights "to safety, freedom from harm, freedom from unnecessary

restraint, freedom from cruel and unusnal punishment, to adequate

treatment in the least restrictive setting, to appropriate education and to

comp!iance with DMR regulations." (Brief of guardianship counsel, 35-36)

While all of these are laudable objectives 6, they are properly the subject of

the individual substituted judgment hearhlgs where the facts and

circumstances of each individual student's situation n_=y be fully explored.

These rights are not the subject matter of the Complaint for Contempt

which was filed by BRI on September 2, 1993. Guardianship counsel have

been well aware of the ongoing controversy between BRI and DMR since

that time and the details of the proceedings are well known to the

individual students through them. Despite representations to the contrary,

there has been no pivotal event or moment at which time the individual

students' interests were suddenly knoxs_ to be threatened. Cf. McDonnell

where the court found that if'the underlying action takes an

unexpected turn, no reason could be perceived why the third party could

not intervene. 22 Mass.App. 126, 491 N.E.2d 646, 651 (Mass. App. 1986)

6 It is notexvorthy that guardianship counsel do not recognize the danger which may
result to the Students ifBRI is closed which the Complaint for Contempt alleges is the
real objective sought by DMR for its actions. Nowhere does guardianship counsel urge
that treatment programs at BRI remain available for the individual students,
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The determinatiou of timeliness is s_,4thin tile sound discretion of the

(district) court and cannot be disturbed unless aa abuse of discretion has

been demonstrated. Garri O' v. Galleu, 697 F.2d 452, 455 (lst Cir. 1983) In

determining timeliness of a petition to intervene, the court must consider

the length of time the intervenor knew or should have kdlOWUof his interest

before filing a petition, prejudice to the existing parties due to his failure to

petition for interveutiou promptly, the prejudice to the intervenor if not

allowed to interveoe and the existence ofunusual circumstances which

v, ould require or uot require intervention. Culbreath v. Dukakis, 630 F.2d

15 (lst 1980)

Not only did guardianship counsel know of the interest they seek to

advance through intervention for nmre than seven )'ears before filing their

petition, intervention would result in real prejudice to the Student Members

of the Class and to other parties. The trial has already been completed and

a retrial xvould be exlremely time consuming and prejudicial to the

students. The students h_ve already suffered and would be further harmed

as a result of the likelihood of continued and protracted litigation that

intervention would cause. Comssel for the Student Members of the Class

filed a Motion on January 28, 1994, for Emergency Relief in which they

represented to the court that the resources even then available to the

students had been greatly diluted as a result of the depletion of staffing and

funding caused by the litigation. (App.24) This was two months prior to

guardianship counsel filing the request to intervene. The survival of Bgl as

an institute after two additional years of intense litigation is precarious. As

the court in Culbreath recognized, "(a)s long as this suit remains

unresolved, the public and private resources invested in it lie fallow and
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opportunities to rectify the xwungs of which the plaintiffs complain are

unrealized" Culbreath at 22.

The court may consider the chance for success on the merits

which the proposed intervenors may have when considering timeliness.

Culbreatk at 23 Because guardianship counsel misperceive the issues at

dispute in the Complaint for Contempt, there is little chance for their

success. Further delay would likely result, compounding the injuries the

Student Members of the Class have already experienced. Indeed, any

prejudice to the proposed intervenors is outweighed by the unlikelihood for

their success on the merits.

b. The Interests of the Individual Students Should be Asserted

Through Proceedings Designed for that Purpose Not Through the

Contempt Action

To have an interest that justifies intervention, that interest must be

directly not tangentialy related to the subject matter of the lawsuit. U.S. _:

Metropolitan Dist.Com'N, 147 F.R.D. I, 4 (D.Mass. 1993) Guardianship

counsel resist that the individual students must be penuitted to intervene in

the Complaint for Contempt in order to protect their fights as individuals.

They further claim that representatives of the existing Class cannot possibly

understand their individual needs and disabilities. For the most part, the

interests asserted by guardianship counsel on behaffofthe individual

students (to safety, freedom from harm, freedom from unnecessary

restraint, freedom from cruel and unusual punishment, to adequate

treatment in the least restrictive setting, and to appropriate education ) are

fully addressed within individual hearings designed to deal with the unique

circumstances and needs of each student. To the ¢x'tent that guardianship
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counsel seek broad compliance x_itlt DMR regulations, that same concern

was ex'!?ressed by Attontey Schwartz in 1987. The court concluded that the

Settlemett Agreement had numerous provisions to ensure monitoring of

BKI. (App.67-68, para.8) The court rejected the arguntent that the

substituted judgment bearings were inadequate to secure the rights of

individual students at BRI as being %_Jthout merit." (App.68, para.9)

The overall well-being and interest of the Student Mentbers of the

Class may not be identical to the interests ofeach individual student. For

each individual student to raise his o_11 concerns in a Complaint for

Contempt is inappropriate where a more suitable foruln has already been

provided for that purpose.

Moreover, the Motion Io Intervene filed by the individual students

demonstrates a lack ofmlderstanding about what the Complaint for

Comempt actually seeks. It is a Complaint for Contempt filed by BRI

alleging certain violations of the settlement agreement by DMR. It was

filed when DMR threatened to decertify BRIL it is not an appropriate

forum in which individual students should assert tbeir particular grievances

against BRI or DMR. The Complaint in Intervention states as causes of

action that each of the students at BRI have had numerous individual rights

guaranteed by them under the Fourteenth Amendment ofthe U.S.

Constitution and under Articles X and Xll of the Massachusetts

Declaration of Rights violated. Further, many of the students allege

7 Guardianship counsel include in the Appendix correspondence betv,_en BRI and DMR

and others (App. I16-136,160-173) to supporta number of arguments, including for the
proposition that DMR's decision to decertify BRI came after an exhaustive review of
practices at BRI These documents present only a partial and distorted picture and
ignore the fact that DMR was found at trial to have had t..',_ earlier reviev,'s of BRl
which supported certification of BRI. The favorable reviews were found to have been
concealed by DMR from BRI and from the court itself.
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violations of the Eighth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, the Code of

Massachusetts Regulations, the Individuals with Disabilities Act, The

Massachusetts Special Education Law, the Medical Devices Amendments

of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. (App.28-29) These

allegations are not even tangentialy related to the Complaint for Contempt

which alleges specific violations of the Settlement Agreement and could

not possibly be heard with the Complaint for Contempt without great delay

and prejudice to all parties. This is not a situation such as found in

Sargeant v. Commissioner q[Public tVe/_rro_here the court found that

the complaint in intewention closely paralleled the plaintiffs complaint in

the attire!, the complaint ill intervention raised no substantive issues that

had not been raised before or that all of the factual issues which were

relevant to the hltervenofs claim had to be resolved h_ the trial of the

plaintiffs claim. 423 N.E.2d 755, 762 (198 I). It is questionable why

guardianship counsel has not brought a separate cause of action for the

individual students they represent if grievances of the magoitude alleged

have occurred.

5. The Interests of Individual Students Are Alread2z

Adeq_resented in this Matter.

In order to intervene as a matter of right, guardianship counsel must

demonstrate that the interests of the individual students are not adequately

represented. Mass.ILCiv.lho. 24(a) The question of_vhether the

prospective intervenor is adequately represented necessarily turns to a

comparison of the interests asserted by the applicant and the existing party.

_ower DevelolJ. v. Town of Dem_is, 418 N.E.2d 349, 354. (Mass.App.
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1981) lfthis interest is identical to that ofone of the present parties, or if

there is a party charged by law v, ith representing his interest, then a

compelling showing should be required to demonstrate why this

representation is not adequate. M_, 354, citing 7A Wright & Miller,

Federal Practice and Procedure §1909. The court has found that the

interest of the individual students is adequately represented by their Parents

or Guardians as uex't friends, that the Students are Members of a Plaintiff

Class in tile issue of contempt, and that they are represented by separate

counsel. Independent legal representation of the students protects them

from any potential conflict with the interest of the parents and guardians

who are also members of the Class. Further each student has an

independent court-appointed cotmsel to represent them in guardianship and

substituted judgment proceedings. (App.244).

The burden of showing the inadequacy of the representation is on

the applicant. Attorney General v. Brockton Agr.Soc., 1130 N.E.2d 1130,

1131 Trbovich v. UnitedMine Workers, 404 U.E. 528, 538, n. I0, 92 S.Ct.

630, 636 n. 10, 30 L.Ed.2d 686 (19'72) Guardianship counsel have failed to

meet this burden. They make unsupported allegations that attorneys for the

Student members of the class have no familiarity with the individual needs

and conditions of the students and have spent little time with the individual

students, a (App.32, footnotes 42-43).

Guardianship counsel suggest that the students were not adequately

protected at the trial of the contempt because counsel for the Student

8 During oral argument in the trial court, counsel for the Student members of the Class
represented to the court that she had been to BRI. spent an extensive amount of time

there and met a number of the students only to be castigated by guardianship counsel in
the court for doing just that. Attorney Dorsey further informed the court that she had

received communications from guardianship counsel demanding that she not
communica'_ with the students any longer. (App.219-220)
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Membersof the Class presented no evidence whatsoever. (Brief of

Guardianship Comlsel, footnote 27) Although the contempt proceedings

are not before this court, guardianship comlsel's misleading suggestion

must he addressed. The trial of the Contempt took several weeks. The

court was presented with numerous witnesses who were called by BRI or

DMIL Comlsel for the Student members of the Class were present and

questioned many of those witnesses. The fact that additional witnesses

were not called by counsel for the Student members of the Class or that

counsel did not seek to enter any exhibits beyond the several hundred

entered by the other parties Olfly means that the attorneys representing the

students did not need to do so in order to adequately represent the

students. Where the parties, who know the actual circumstances, present

no basis for concluding that the representation might be inadequate and

sshere on the record the representation appears adequate, it is not for us to

speculate concerning possible inadequacies in that representation. Attome.g

General v. Brockton Agr.Soc., ! 134.

D. The Individual Students Should Not Be Pemfitted to Intervene -

Under Mass.R.Civ.Pro. 24(bX2)

The court may pemfit intervention under Mass.lLCiv.Pro. 24(bX2)

"when au applicant's claim or defense hi the main action may have a

question of law or fact in common.., in exercising its discretion the court

shall consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the

adjudication of the fights ofthe original parties."

While the court has the power in its discretion to permit the

individual students to intervene, the motion was properly denied.
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Guardianshipcounsel argued to the trial court that all of the individual

students at BRI have significant disabilities and suffer from mental

impairments. They further noted that the individual students are vulnerable

to abuse and neglect and need assistance in protecting their legal fights.

However, this is true of the population of BgI students at large, as svell as

for each indMdual student. If each individual student is permitted to

intervene and assert his indMdual rights s_ithin a contempt action, it may

be at the expense of the other students as members of the Class. The delay,

confusion, potential for conflict, e.xpens¢ and depiction of resources

available for the student body at large _s.ere sound reasons for the trial

court to deny the Motion to Intervene raider Mass.lLCiv.Pro. 24(bX2). To

do otherwise would have resulted in compromising the rights of a

vuh_erabl¢ population at large in order to advance the interest of a

particular vulnerable individual. This is unwarranted and unnecessary as

the fights and interests of indMdual students may be vigorously advanced

in the substituted judgment bearings. The interests of the Student members

of the Class at BRI are best represented in the contempt by the attorneys

appointed to represent them at large. Permissive intervention is a matter

v,hoUy within the discretion of the trial court. Mass. Fed. of Teachers v.

School Com., 564 N.E.2d 1027, 1031 (Mass. 1991) The trial judge must

consider whether allowing intervention nfight delay or prejudice the

adjudication of the rights of the parties, ld. Additional parties inevitably

result in delay in the proceedings as well as increased complexity. Id. citing

additioptal attthorities.
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V. The Student Members of the Class Are Entitiled to Attorneys Fees

In the event that they prevail, the Student Members of the Class

respectfully request that appellate attorney's fees be awarded as provided in

Yorke Management v.Castro. 546 N.E.2d 342, 344 (Mass. 1989)

Guardianship counsel have sought relief based upon a lack of adequate

representation, clainfing no class exists. They did so knowing that the trial

court had certified the Class in 1986. The attorney representing

guardianship com_sel participated in the proceedings in 1986-1987. He

was chastised by the court then for raising certain claims. His own

indpendence was questioned by the trial court at the time. Attorney

Schwartz essentially raises the same issues before this Court The only

didffereuce is the passage of almost ten years. The appeal is totally lacking

in merit and counsel had to be aware that the appeal was foredoomed. FMS

ReallThwestment, Ltd v Kee-er, 34 Mass.App 119, 606 N.E.2d 1352

(Mass.App. 1993). It is entirely frivolous for guardianship counsel to

attempt to rditigate issues lost nearly ten years ago in a complaint for

contempt which is only remotely related to their claims.

VI. Conclusion

Guardianship counsel's requests to be appointed as next friend for

each individual student and to intervene, both as a nhatter of right and

permissively, should be denied as being within the sound discretion of the

court The students at BRI are presently parties to the action as members

of a Class and are adequately represented in that action.
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TheStudent members of the Class are entitled to counsel fees and

costs relative to this appeal which was both frivolous in nature and without

chance for success.
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